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Sufyan Elahi
S e n i o r  P y t h o n  

 D e v e l o p e r

Masters in Computer Science
Virtual University

Odoo ERP
Data Integration
AWS

 Experience

Projects

An Action-oriented Database Administrator with 15+ years of experience in
Oracle Applications R12/11i DBA handling production database along with DR,
Development and Test Instances. Expertise in applying patches, cloning and
troubleshooting of 11i/R as well as managing SRs and conducting OWC as well as
follow-up process of Incident Management.

Sr. Python/Odoo Developer

Jan 2017 - Present
Axiom World 

Head of Information Communication Technology

Jan 2013 - Sep 2016
Nishat Chunian Group

Enterprise Resources Planning Consultant

Jan 2007 - Nov 2012
PWC

+923218430026
sufyanaxiomdev@gmail.com

Developed a Python script for a heavy machinery training organization that would
acquire data from multiple APIs, merge the data, and dump it into a MySQL database
recurrently, which was connected to PowerBI.
Tech Stack: Python, Pandas, Numpy, MySQL, PowerBI 

Data Acquisition for PBI

Converted the image area, taken from the input directory, to hot pink and transparent
background adds padding around the image for transparent stickers converts and
pastes it to the pdf document
Tech Stack: Python, OpenCV, Tkinter, Java, Numpy, Pillow, JPype, Matplotlib

Sticker tracer application

Odoo Implementation for 12panelnow, USA
Expertly integrated Woo Commerce with Odoo, establishing seamless data synchronization
and establishing a highly efficient order management system.
Ensured secure and smooth payment processing for the organization by seamlessly
integrating payment acquirers within the system.
Streamlined logistics operations and enhanced order fulfillment by successfully implementing
shipping methods integration.

Odoo ERP implementation for printgeek, Canada
Performed detailed analysis of current technical infrastructure and identified opportunities for
improvement and optimization.
Collaborated closely with diverse teams to conceptualize and implement efficient technical
workflows, facilitating smooth communication and integration across various departments.
Developed and customized modules within the Odoo framework to meet the unique technical
needs of the company's supply chain operations.
Delivered comprehensive training sessions to empower end-users in leveraging Odoo's
technical capabilities for effective supply chain management, promoting user adoption and
proficiency.

Odoo Technical consultancy for felltech, Europe
Customized and fine-tuned Odoo modules to precisely meet the unique supply chain
requirements of the company, employing advanced technical configurations and
enhancements.
Conducted comprehensive training sessions for end-users, empowering them with the
knowledge and skills to effectively leverage Odoo's robust capabilities for streamlined supply
chain management, driving widespread adoption and expertise.
Delivered continuous technical support and maintenance, ensuring the system operates at its
peak performance and promptly resolving any technical issues or challenges that arise to
minimize disruptions and enhance functionality.

Git
Debugging
Web Scrapping

Data Science


